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In fact, applying Rutledge means that the ONLY kind of commercial activity that can
legitimately be allowed on a Crown Land Reserve is where income is incidental to, and arises
from, relevant public use of the land, and where all profit is for the sole purpose of
maintenance or improvement of the Crown land concerned.
To make this explicitly clear, the Crown Lands HANDBOOK spells it out on p.118 -The term ‘public reserve’ .... has been considered in legal proceedings to be:
an unoccupied area of land preserved as an open space or park for public
enjoyment, to which the public ordinarily have access as of right.
The two criteria which land must satisfy to be a public reserve are that the land must
be open to the public generally as of right; and it must not be a source of
private profit. 8

Applying these principles to King Edward headland Reserve, there is nothing inconsistent
with the land being reserved for ".public recreation" and the construction of a clubhouse,
shop and offices which are for the better enjoyment of the reserve by members of the public
None of this describe a PRIVATE function centre, which is thus ipso-facto disqualified from
occurring on Crown Land Reserve such as King Edward Park. There is in fact is a direct
legal precedent for this statement - in 1992 , Willoughby Council challenged a small
wedding function centre that had somehow established itself in Garigal National Park, a large
Crown Land Reserve located near Northbridge and often called Davidson Park.
Not only did the Court rule (Willoughby City Council v NSW Minister for Parks) that the
private operation was illegal and must close forthwith. The actual function-room premises
were demolished as an intrusion on the public nature of the Reserve.
This long-standing legal parallel means that no matter how or where (purported re-zoning of
such a significant public site by way of Schedule is abhorrent as abuse of process) the revised
Newcastle LEP indicates that "function centre" is to be a permitted use at this headland, this
can have NO practical effect. While ever this Reserve remains gazetted for public recreation,
neither the Council (nor indeed the Minister) have any power to approve what is
demonstrable ILLEGAL USE. In law, they literally cannot give consent, because the Crown
Lands Act overrides any local LEP.
We urge the Committee to consider the legal ramifications contained in this submission
before making any decision - if needed, referring the matter to the Attorney General. We
also respectfully draw the draw the Committee's attention to the fact that breaches of
Rutledge in regard to several other Crown Land sites (immediate instances being Talus
Reserve and Trumper Park) are currently under scrutiny by various authorities - the Auditor
General and ICAC included.
As a recognised community group, The Haberfield Association actively supports all
submissions made by Friends of King Edward Park and other groups. This headland is far
too important to be alienated from public use simply to solve short-term problems, and never
if the opportunistic so-called solution solely enriches profit-takers.
Trusting these comments are useful - we remain

Emma Brooks Maher
President 2013-14
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